
Electrolux Washing Machine Error Codes
ELECTROLUX

 

E11 - the machine has detected a problem with water filling.

E13 - water leakage in the pan of the washing machine.

E21 - problems with draining: water has not been removed from the tank for 10 minutes.

E23 - the machine signals a breakdown of the triac (drain pump control element).

E24 - the occurrence of problems with the drain: the system has detected a malfunction in the operation of the drain
pump triac circuit.

E33 - inconsistent operation of water level sensors.

E35 - water filling problem was detected. The water level in the working tank is too high.

E36 - breakdown of the sensor, which warns of the inclusion of the heating element in the absence of the required
amount of water.

E37 - a malfunction of the water level sensor I was detected.

E39 - malfunction of the water overflow level sensor.

E41 - the door of the washing machine is not closed tightly.

E42 - the system has detected a malfunction of the hatch lock.

E43 - malfunction of the lock triac.

E44 - the system has detected a breakdown of the hatch closing sensor.

E45 - malfunction in the sunroof control circuit (in the electronic controller).

E51 - breakdown of the drive motor, which was preceded by a short circuit in the control element - the triac.

E52 - there is no contact between the electronic controller and the tachogenerator.

E53 - malfunction of the drive motor control circuit.

E54 - failure of one of the two contact groups of the drive motor reversing relay.

E61 - the temperature regime is violated, the water does not reach the temperature set by the program.

E66 - the system has detected a malfunction of the heating element relay.

E71 - malfunction of the temperature sensor (increased resistance).

E82 - the system detected problems in the operation of the selector (a special device for selecting programs and
cycles).

E83 - the system detected an error while reading data from the selector.

E84 - washing machine configuration error.

 



Error codes for BOSCH washing machines

 

E02 - Engine failure

 

E67 - Error in the module or programmer

 

F01 - Problems with the hatch

 

F02 - No water

 

F03 - Problem with water drain

 

F04 - Water leak

 

F16 - The hatch is not closed

 

E17, F17 - Water filling time exceeded

 

E18, F18 - Error draining water in the CM

 

F19 - No water heating

 

F20 - Unscheduled heating

 

F21 - No drum rotation

 

F22 - Temperature sensor out of order

 

F23 - Activated Aquastop

 



F25 - Aqua sensor (water turbidity sensor) is out of order

 

F26 - The pressure sensor is out of order

 

F27 - Pressure sensor error

 

F28 - Malfunction of the water flow sensor

 

F29 - No water passing through the water flow sensor

 

F31 - Water level too high

 

F34 - The hatch lock does not close

 

F36 - The lock of the washing machine is faulty

 

F37 - Defective NTC

 

F38 - Short circuit NTC (temperature sensor)

 

F40 - Network error

 

F42 - Too high speed of the electric motor

 

F43 - Tank blocking CM

 

F44 - No reverse rotation

 

F59 - 3D Sensor: Data Error

 



F60 - Flow sensor defective

 

F61 - Invalid door code

 

F63 - Functional protection problem

 

F67 - Malfunction of the control board


